New Teachers Secured

Success is sure. We have reached our two hundred mark and are now only a little way from filling out the 373-songbook for our new teachers and old veterans. We have passed the mark by a good majority, and the final list will be available by Monday morning.

The prospective teachers have accepted their positions and are only waiting for a copy of the teacher's list to be sent our way.

Mr. Stout, the new teacher at the high school, is a graduate of the University of California, and has taken an interest in the musical field from an early age. His knowledge of music and his ability to handle the girls' physical education, in which he also excels, have made him a welcome addition to our faculty.

Mr. Franks, our second new teacher, will be in charge of the drawing classes. He is a graduate of the University of Oregon and has had a great deal of experience in teaching art. His work is sure to be an asset to our school.

The faculty is pleased to welcome these new teachers and wishes them success in their new positions.

Housing Capacity Increased

With the increased student body, it is time for them to become fully in many ways.

The dormitory houses a total of 150 students, with 90 in each building. The dormitory is divided into three sections: the senior dormitory, the junior dormitory, and the freshman dormitory.

The senior dormitory houses the most upperclassmen, while the junior dormitory is occupied by the middleclassmen. The freshman dormitory is the smallest, but it still accommodates a large number of freshmen.

In addition to the dormitories, there are also several small rooms available for use by students.

Projects

Mr. Rathbone announces that there are about four projects that are in progress and asks that all students who wish to take up a farm project see him as soon as possible. This applies particularly to those who are planning to take up next year's projects.

Block "P" Club Meeting

The first meeting of the "P" Club was held at 12:10 on Monday, September 17, in the Physical Education laboratory. Mr. Tennant, our business manager and also a member of the "P" Club, gave a very interesting talk on the history of the club and its activities. He gave the members a brief account of the various projects that have been undertaken in the past, including the construction of the new gymnasium and the improvement of the track and field facilities.

During the meeting, new officers were elected:

- President: Mr. Tennant
- Vice-President: Albert Call
- Secretary: Rue Muhl
- Treasurer: Albert H. Call

The meeting adjourned to meet again September 21, at which time the new officers were elected and the meeting adjourned.
**POLY CHATTER**

For some unknown reason, several of the coeds from Plano are definitely reluctant to dance with the Poly fellows last Saturday night.

**C. Earle Miller** forgot to remove the powder from his coat before going to church this morning.

We wonder if Grace would not cease her pursuit of Prentice until his ankle is well enough for him to run.

Since the great increase in the number of co-eds at this institution some of the boys have experienced peculiar changes of habit. Vernon Langin's work was so bewildering the other day that he succumbed to femininity from head to toe and was seen playing tennis in the best of mid-day.

Some of the very old and most adopted of the Poly girls have really been vamping the poor innocent "Fresh." San Diego舍们s seem to be a premium.

The immense size of the new Freshman class has made it necessary that the upper-classmen exercise a little discipline, especially in the Dormitory, and already a number of the "Fresh" are "adder and worse men." There is still a law against being a cad and any such action is not tolerated at this institution. It is sometimes necessary to install in a few students the fundamental rudiments of courtesy and gentlemanly conduct. Therefore let the lowly Freshman beware lest he bring down upon his head the wrath of the Judicial Council or the Sophomore Council.

Some two years ago Walter Lamley incurred a debt to Mr. Ashby of this fine ice-cream store. Since then the matter has been frequently and loudly discussed, but the Coach is still waiting with much anticipation.

According to the present state of our book-keeping we should have been made out for football practice regularly. A little more school spirit and "Poly pride" would be very opportune at this time of year.

**E. S. Miller**

If you don't believe that Prescott Reed can ask as many foolish questions as any Freshman, ask Miss Haskin.

We can no longer kid Zeppo about stopping out with grammar school girls. They go to Poly now.

We would like to know why the Herald-Times Ford was out on the Poly campus about eleven o'clock Friday night. Perhaps Jack Rollins could explain.

Vincnet and Durlett should be more careful hereafter when riding past the powerhouse at night, for this portion of the drive is quite well illuminated.

We wish that someone would declare an open season upon some of those overly ambitious students who spend most of their class time wittingly about their areas in a wild effort to show that they know better.

Prescott Reed says that this is a free country and it doesn't hurt any young man to have little fun once in a while in such a situation.

Jacobsen wants to know who the girl is with the flowers on her coat.

"Andy" Miller is lonesome in his new home.

On Wednesday morning, September 9, the Dormitory boys turned out for their yearly job of relighting the block "P" on the hill. Tetiana, a freshman, who claims he can lift a 250-pound bell of hay, carried a (250-pound) sack of limy half way up the hill and weakened. He reached the block "P" just as the rest were leaving.

Barbara, another Fresh, started out with a full sack of lime and, about half way to the "P", he thought if the left some of the lime there he could keep up with the rest of the fellows. Strong "Poly" we have this year.

Look out, Hochische, even a barn looks good with a student tail.

The Dorm boys sure showed their school spirit last week, when they turned out to help burn the fire on the hill. The fire was hot, but still the boys worked at it to great advantage and so had it under control.

One night last week Tiemen was seen standing while he was eating his food. When we asked him why he didn't sit down to eat he said he had too much ice cream, but what would that have to do with it?

V. Wimser and Fat Hodges, two of our old Dorm friends, were visiting at the Dorm the night of September 15, and were quite pleased with the bunch of fellows that turned out for roll call.

Del Rio must think it is better late than never anyway, we are glad to see him back with us.

Some of us want to know why "Hay" took so many nights off from running the power house the latter part of the summer.

The old fellows of the Dormitory noticed an improvement in the Captain's burgl. He must have received a degree of "Poly pride" to try to get on good terms with the girls; they are still quite pleased with the bunch of fellows that turned out for roll call.

It is cheaper for two fellows to go with one girl! "Heavy" and "Jep" think so.

We wonder what attraction Beach street has for John Taylor and Gordon Wickham? They seem rather close friends.
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ROOM FOR TWO

Angel Rodriguez: Hey, do you think I can go through that gate?

Chiquita: I guess you can. I just saw a load of guys going through.

Bill: What nice soft handles you have.

Miss Haskins: That is because I wear glasses at night.

Bill: And do you wear a hat, too?

A little bit of powder, a little bit of paint

Makes certain Poly girls look like just what they ain't.

Miss Haskins: Now give me a sentence containing the word deficiency.

Frank: The next time you go fishing put up deficiencies in a wiggle.

Captain: What are you taking for your cold, Davis?

Davis: Make me an offer.

Mary had a little cow

And she looked about, oh, she looked about,

It gave a pound of butter.

Bill Frederickson: I'm going to take my hat and go unless you give me a rise.

Grace: Take it.

COULDN'T FOOL HIM

Miss Chase (in ancient history):

Frosh: Aw, gwan; it's only 1.25.

Bill: What! hire soft hands you give a sen-

Frosh: The next time you go fishing put up deficiencies in a wiggle.

Miss Haskins: Give a pound of butter.

Jack Babcock:

Dexter M.: I dreamed I was dyad

Fred: I asked her if I could see her home.

Dexter M.: When I woke up the stew was still on.

Mr. Babcock (sardonically): Yes, she heard it.

Miss Haskins: Before you put up deficiencies in a wiggle.

Vincente J.: What is the swiftest cure for love-sickness?

Jack B.: Thinking about me?

Mr. Babcock: Yes, she heard it.

Ruth: Oh! I was laughing and looking, eh?

Miss Haskins: Can you describe a necklace?

P. Reed: Whispers is present tense of newswoman.

Bill Lee: Were you cool when you took the at?

Cannover: I was so cool that my breath chilled.

Miss Haskins: Can you describe a necklace?

P. Reed: Whispers is present tense of newswoman.

Bill Lee: Were you cool when you took the at?

Cannover: I was so cool that my breath chilled.

Miss Haskins: Can you describe a necklace?

P. Reed: Whispers is present tense of newswoman.

Bill Lee: Were you cool when you took the at?

Cannover: I was so cool that my breath chilled.

Miss Haskins: Can you describe a necklace?

P. Reed: Whispers is present tense of newswoman.

Bill Lee: Were you cool when you took the at?

Cannover: I was so cool that my breath chilled.

Miss Haskins: Can you describe a necklace?

P. Reed: Whispers is present tense of newswoman.

Bill Lee: Were you cool when you took the at?

Cannover: I was so cool that my breath chilled.

Miss Haskins: Can you describe a necklace?

P. Reed: Whispers is present tense of newswoman.

Bill Lee: Were you cool when you took the at?

Cannover: I was so cool that my breath chilled.
Football

With prospects of a winning football team for Poly this season, football practice has started off with a bang and lots of pep. Many letter men are in for the team, practicing every day, and along with them a good many new men.

Coach Agosti is well satisfied with the early season prospects.

Poly did not make such a good showing in football last year, but they are out for blood and the winning side of things this season. To make this possible let's have the backing of the entire student body at every game.

It is not too late yet for men to come out and show their football spirit by trying to make the team. Every fellow who knows anything about football should be out trying tonight, and help the school and team out. We have been back in the yard in the squad some of last year's letter men. They are showing more fight and the old Poly spirit this year than ever before.

"Turn Out, Fellows." Walter Lumley is back and as this year, expects to retain a winning team in all combs. Last year's center, Al Young, is back and working for his old position. Wilford Zancil, is in uniform again this year and is showing some more plugging.

There are ten men out who have reasoning on the team lighting, we should be on the Held every night for the time for the new men to "do their stuff" right there with the goods, but now it is only two weeks ago, nearly a dozen men have quit and turned in their letters.

"Football Schedule"

Poly's football schedule includes a home game with San Luis High, but with the backing of the student body and everybody out, we should bring home the bacon every game.

The schedule for the season is as follows: September 25, San Luis High; October 16, Los Altos-Johnson; October 26, Ventura Jr. College; October 27, Stanford; October 30, Modesto; October 31, Bakarrow; November 7, Santa Maria Jr. College; November 12, Santa Barbara Teachers College; November 21, San Jose Pacifist College.

Football Prospects

The prospects for a winning football team at "Poly" this year are very good. Coach Agosti has issued nearly fifty suits, which means that the competition will be very keen for the positions in the first team.

There are over thirty-five men who have earned their letter in football, and most of the returning material looks very promising.

The first game of the season is with San Luis High on September 25. With the support of the student body the team can win this and all following games.

Young: I heard that our gang played poker for ten hours straight on the trip.

White: Don't believe it; they couldn't play straight for ten minutes.

Ags. Buy Calves

Last Monday Mr. Whittier of the Los Angeles Union Stock Yard came to "Poly" to speak to the members of the Junior Farm Center.

Mr. Whittier said that his company would find best calves for the boys to fatten and would buy them when they came ready to market. He also told of the great demand and small supply of baby beef.

Ten "Poly" farmers signed up to buy 125 Hereford calves. They will be picked out by Mr. Whittier and are to be fed by the students until the twentieth of May.

When the calves are ready to market the boys will themselves take them to Los Angeles and sell them.
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